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ABSTRACT: Natural plant populations exhibit genetic variation in defense traits against herbivores. Despite a growing body of evidence for herbivore-mediated selection on plant defenses, we still know little about how genetic variation persists in antiherbivore defense traits. Here we present field and experimental evidence for herbivore-mediated frequency-dependent selection that promotes the maintenance of trichome-producing (hairy) and trichomeless (glabrous) plants of Arabidopsis halleri subsp. gemmifera. First, in a natural population where the specialist leaf beetle Phaedon brassicae was prevalent, hairy plants were damaged less when the frequency of neighboring glabrous plants increased. Furthermore, temporal variation in the frequency of the two plant morphs showed that rarer morphs increased in frequency at the scale of 1-m-diameter patches between survey years. Using a mesocosm experiment, we demonstrated a rare-morph advantage for defense (leaf damage and herbivore abundance) and reproduction (flower and clone production) between hairy and glabrous plants in the presence of P. brassicae. However, this rare-morph advantage was not detected when beetles were absent, with glabrous plants having higher reproduction than hairy plants under these conditions regardless of frequency conditions. These findings highlight the overlooked but potentially critical role of herbivore-mediated apparent interaction in maintaining plant defense polymorphism.
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Introduction

Herbivores remove substantial amounts of plant tissue in terrestrial ecosystems. Evidence is now accumulating that herbivores exert such strong selection pressure that the evolution of plant defenses occurs on contemporary time-scales (e.g., Zangerl et al. 2008; Agrawal et al. 2012; Züst et al. 2012; Sakata et al. 2014). If a trade-off exists between plant defense and plant growth, a single adaptive level of defense should be favored by a balance between the cost and the benefit of defense (Augner et al. 1991; Simms 1992; Tuomi et al. 1999). Thus, it will be difficult for natural selection to maintain genetic variation in defense levels unless it involves a stabilizing mechanism (Augner et al. 1991; Tuomi et al. 1999). However, natural plant populations indeed exhibit polymorphisms in defense traits against herbivores (e.g., Hughes 1991; Hare and Elle 2004; Kivimäki et al. 2007; Wise et al. 2009; Züst et al. 2012).

Negative frequency-dependent selection (NFDS) is, at least theoretically, a convincing mechanism for the maintenance of polymorphism, because it prevents rare morphs from becoming extinct (Ayala and Campbell 1974). NFDS on defense traits assumes that rare morphs are favored through learning behaviors (e.g., Greenwood 1984; Bond and Kamil 1998; Punzalan et al. 2005) or counteradaptation (e.g., Haldane 1949; Antonovics and Ellstrand 1984; Barrett 1988) by natural enemies. For example, in prey-predator interactions, selective predation on abundant prey types mediates NFDS on cryptic coloration in a prey population (Bond and Kamil 1998; Punzalan et al. 2005). Several studies on host-parasite interaction provide suggestive evidence for frequency-dependent infection on multiple host genotypes (Antonovics and Ellstrand 1984; Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Brunet and Mundt 2000) and associated change of host genotype frequencies over time (Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Burdon and Thrall 1999; Siemens and Roy 2005). However, it has proven difficult to gather observational and experimental evidence for enemy-mediated NFDS in the same system (but see Dybdahl and Lively 1998).

In plant-herbivore interactions, studies on community ecology have shown that herbivory risk to an individual...
plant depends on not only its own traits but also the presence and frequency of other plant species or genotypes in the neighborhood (reviewed by Barbosa et al. 2009; Underwood et al. 2014). These associational effects phenomena have been recognized as a type of apparent competition between plant species (Barbosa et al. 2009). Specifically, recent studies hypothesized that associational effects influence the coexistence of multiple plant species or genotypes by mediating frequency- and/or density-dependent damage (Wise et al. 2009; Kim and Underwood 2015; Garrido et al. 2016; Sato and Kudoh 2016). For example, the tall goldenrod Solidago altissima receives reduced damage caused by a gallfly when candy cane morphs of this plant species are abundant in a neighborhood (Wise et al. 2009); however, whether this interaction leads to NFDS remains an open question.

Several species of the genus Arabidopsis exhibit genetic dimorphism of trichome-producing (hairy) and trichomeless (glabrous) plants (Hauser et al. 2001; Kivimäki et al. 2007; Kawagoe et al. 2011), and this dimorphism is governed by a few major genes (Grebe 2012). Trichomes of Arabidopsis have a major role in the physical resistance of plants to biotic and abiotic stresses (Handley et al. 2005; Kivimäki et al. 2007; Sletvold et al. 2010; Sletvold and Ågren 2012). On the other hand, trichomes impose a fitness cost in Arabidopsis (Mauricio 1998; Sletvold et al. 2010; Züst et al. 2011), raising a question about why the trichome dimorphism is maintained in nature. Likewise, Arabidopsis halleri (L.) O’Kane & Al-Shehbaz subsp. gemmifera (Matsum.) O’Kane & Al-Shehbaz (syn. Arabis gemmifera [Brassicaceae/Cruciferae]; abbreviated hereafter as A. halleri) also has genetic dimorphism of hairy and glabrous plants. Our previous research on A. halleri demonstrated that the specialist leaf beetle Phaedon brassicae Baly (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) causes frequency-dependent damage in a laboratory condition (Sato et al. 2014; Sato and Kudoh 2016), but herbivore-mediated NFDS remains unexplored in a natural population.

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that apparent interactions mediated by the leaf beetle P. brassicae promote the maintenance of hairy and glabrous A. halleri plants via NFDS. Three specific questions were addressed: (1) Do plant damage and fitness depend on the frequency of neighboring plant morphs? (2) Are the frequencies of rarer morphs restored to intermediate levels over time, we conducted a 4-year survey in a natural population of A. halleri located in Taka-cho, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan (35°06’N, 134°56’E, altitude 200 m). Field surveys were conducted for selected A. halleri patches along a creek (ca. 300 m) that ran through the center of the study site. Vegetation is sparse along the creek, and no Brassicaceae plants other than A. halleri are present. No apparent microhabitat differentiation was observed between hairy and glabrous plants (38 cm in median distance between the nearest two morphs; <1.0% median difference in soil moisture nearby the two morphs, measured by the portable soil moisture meter DM-18 [Takemura Electric Works]). At this site, P. brassicae occurs mainly during the flowering season (April–May) and heavily infests A. halleri (Kawagoe and Kudoh 2010).

Material and Methods

Study Organisms

Arabidopsis halleri subsp. gemmifera is a self-incompatible perennial herb distributed across Japan and Far East Russia. Hairy morphs of this subspecies produce nonglandular trichomes on their leaf and stem surface, whereas glabrous morphs have no trichomes, except on their leaf margin (fig. 1A, 1B). Hairy and glabrous phenotypes are associated with allelic variations in a trichome-related gene GLABROUS1 (GL1; Kawagoe et al. 2011). Plants usually start flowering from early April to May and are pollinated by small solitary bees and hoverflies. Flower production is a fine proxy of fruit production of A. halleri because fruit set is high (>80%) in the field unless the flower is consumed by herbivores (Kawagoe and Kudoh 2010). After flowering, plants produce clonal rosettes on the main and lateral meristems (fig. 1E). Given this clonality, we designated individual plants as those with no vegetative connection to other plants in this study.

Phaedon brassicae is a crucifer-feeding pest that is distributed in Asia (Ôtake and Funaki 1958; Wang et al. 2007; fig. 1C, 1D). Adults are flightless and access host plants by walking (Ôtake and Funaki 1958; fig. 1D). Newly hatched larvae remain on the host plant on which the adults feed (Ôtake and Funaki 1958; fig. 1C); thus, differences in damage between individual plants are attributable to adult host choice. This species usually reaches the adult stage within 3 weeks of hatching, and adults survive for approximately 2 months (Wang et al. 2007). We used a laboratory-reared population that had been previously established and maintained on Chinese cabbage at 20°C and under 12L:12D conditions (Sato et al. 2014).

Field Survey

To investigate (1) whether plant damage and fitness depend on the frequency of neighboring plant morphs and (2) whether the frequencies of rarer morphs are restored to intermediate levels over time, we conducted a 4-year survey in a natural population of A. halleri located in Taka-cho, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan (35°06’N, 134°56’E, altitude 200 m).
We haphazardly selected 80 circular patches (diameter 1.0 m, >3 m apart) in 2013. Trichome phenotype (hairy or glabrous), leaf damage, number of flowers, and length of the largest leaf (hereafter, maximum leaf length) were recorded for all plants in a series of patches. The proportion of leaf area lost to herbivory was visually scored by a single observer as 0 (<12.5%), 0.25 (± 0.125), 0.5 (± 0.125), 0.75 (± 0.125), or 1.0 (>87.5% and <100%) for each leaf separately. The maximum leaf length was measured as an indicator of plant size, as it reflects the biomass of *A. halleri* individuals (Sato and Kudoh 2016). The number of flowers was assessed by the number of peduncles remaining on flowering stems. We focused on local interaction in 1-m-diameter patches, because the number of plants within circular patches approached a plateau with increasing patch size (mean ± SE: 0.5 ± 0.3, 7.1 ± 1.0, and 8.8 ± 1.3 plants occurred within patches of 0.5, 1, and 3 m in diameter, respectively; Sato et al. 2014). The center of each patch was marked using a steel anchor (15 cm in depth) and checked twice a year to survey the same patches among study years. The surveys were conducted once a year during mid to late May (on May 21–23, 2013; May 20–23, 2014; May 19–22, 2015; May 13–15, 2016). We conducted these surveys after the peak abundance of *P. brassicae* at which leaf damages were fully reflected to plants. At the peak abundance, we found 0.2 ± 0.1 beetles per plant (mean ± SE, n = 100 plants randomly chosen across a population). We observed 110 beetles during the survey (which was conducted after the peak abundance of beetles), but there was no significant correlation between the number of beetles and the frequency of glabrous plants in a patch (*r* = 0.003, *t* = 0.05, *P* = .96). We established three to 10 new patches every year to maintain a sample size of 750–850 individual plants per survey. A total of 80–84 patches were surveyed every year.

For the field survey data, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) to test whether plant damage and fitness depend on the frequency of neighboring plant morphs. These GLMM analyses were separately performed for the two response variables, the leaf damage score, and the number of flowers. A cumulative error structure was applied to the ordinal response of the leaf damage score from 0 to 1.0, and Poisson error was used to fit the count data of the number of flowers. The fixed effects were the trichome phenotype, the frequency of glabrous plants in a patch (= number of glabrous plants divided by total number of plants), and the total number of *A. halleri* plants in a patch. To determine the frequency or density dependence in the

---

**Figure 1:** Photographs of *Arabidopsis halleri* subsp. *gemmifera* and *Phaedon brassicae*. A, A hairy plant. B, A glabrous plant. C, A larva on a hairy plant. D, An adult beetle. E, A flowering stem of *A. halleri*. Insets in panels A and B focus on a single leaf. Solid and dashed arrows in panel E indicate pedicels and clonal rosettes of *A. halleri*, respectively.
response variables, we incorporated interactions between the trichome phenotype and the frequency of glabrous plants or the total number of plants. The maximum leaf length was used as a covariate in the cumulative error structure for the leaf damage score and as an offset term in the Poisson structure for the number of flowers to consider size-dependent damage and reproduction, respectively, in the statistical model. The study year and patch ID (nested below the study year) were incorporated as random effects. The spatial distance among patches was significantly correlated with neither leaf damage ($r_p^2 = 0.1$, $P_p = 0.26$) nor the number of flowers ($r_p = 0.04$, $P_p = 1.0$); therefore, spatial autocorrelation was not considered in the GLMMs. We performed likelihood ratio tests to first examine interactions and then compare models with or without single terms. We then estimated coefficients of the fixed effects of the frequency of glabrous plants, total number of A. halleri plants in a patch, and maximum leaf length in GLMMs. These explanatory variables were standardized to 0 mean and variance of 1 to standardize coefficients in a single model. Average trend lines were represented by the middle category (score from 0.25 to 0.5) in cumulative models. For figure presentation, the proportion of leaf area lost in a whole plant (hereafter, leaf damage) was calculated by averaging the damage score of leaves. All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.2.0 (R Core Team 2015). We used the clmm function with the equidist option (in the ordinal package; Christensen 2015) for the cumulative error structure and the glmer function (in the lme4 package; Bates et al. 2015) for the other error structures.

We additionally examined whether frequencies of rarer morphs increased in a series of plant patches between successive years. We used a linear mixed model (implemented in the lmer function in R) where the study years were assigned to a random effect. The response variable was the current year’s frequency of glabrous plants in a patch, and the explanatory variables were the past year’s frequency of glabrous plants and the past total number of A. halleri plants. The study site was hit by a typhoon in autumn 2014, resulting in the loss of plants from 16 patches; thus, the sample size was decreased to 64 patches in the data of frequency changes from 2014 to 2015. Negatively frequency-dependent dynamics of the two morphs were determined by slope coefficients less than unity in the linear regression (Sokal and Rohlf 2012).

**Mesocosm Experiment**

To test whether the leaf beetles cause a rare-morph advantage in defense and fitness between hairy and glabrous plants (fig. 2), we manipulated the neighborhood conditions of hairy or glabrous plants and the presence or absence of herbivores. We constructed 48 conical plots using gardening poles and wires (diameter 0.75 m and height 0.7 m) to simulate field patches. These plots were separately enclosed by a nonwoven agricultural net (90% light transmittance).

![Figure 2: Schematic explaining the setting (A) and procedure (B) of the mesocosm experiment. A, Two neighborhood conditions were set: hairy: glabrous plants = 6:2 and 2:6 individuals (referred to as hairy-abundant and glabrous-abundant conditions, respectively). These two conditions were arranged in a checkered manner (gray = hairy-abundant; white = glabrous abundant), and 16 or eight replicates were assigned to beetle-present (solid circle) or beetle-absent (dashed circle) treatments, respectively. B, A horizontal arrow indicates the time series from the start (left, December 2014) to the end (right, May 2015). Plant stage and experimental procedure are described in the first and second row of a square, respectively. The timing of each procedure is shown above each square (x month after transplanting).](image-url)
The experiment was carried out in a greenhouse (10 m × 3.5 m, with a height of 2.0 m) located in an open space outside the Center for Ecological Research, Kyoto University (34°58’N, 135°57’E, altitude 100 m). We removed all weeds on the ground of the experimental area and covered the area with weed-protecting sheets. The greenhouse was covered with an agricultural plastic sheet (thickness 0.1 mm). Air temperature was not controlled and ranged from 5°C to 40°C during the experiment, which was comparable with that in the field site at plant height level (8°–33°C). Photosynthetically active radiation and the red: far red ratio inside the greenhouse were 1,200–1,400 µmol/m²/s and 1.0–1.2 on a sunny day, respectively (LI-190 Quantum Sensor; LI-COR, Lincoln, NE).

We simulated a natural plant population by using seeds collected from multiple lineages of field-grown plants. We initially prepared approximately 600 plants in the greenhouse during the winter season of 2014–2015. Matured seeds were collected from 10 hairy and glabrous plants randomly sampled in the field site. Seeds were germinated on Petri dishes (diameter 9 cm, depth 1.5 cm) filled with moistened quartz sand in an environmental chamber under 12L: 12D with 25°C and 15°C air temperature, respectively, with >80% of seeds germinating successfully. During late November 2014, we transplanted one or two seedlings with two to four leaves to a plastic pot (diameter 9.0 cm, depth 8.0 cm [Y-pot; Sakata Seed, Yokohama, Japan]) filled with seedling-raising compost (Takii, Kyoto, Japan; fertilizer contents, N: P: K = 320: 210: 300 mg/L, respectively). To prevent herbivory, these potted plants were placed inside transparent plastic cases (75 cm × 45 cm; 28 pots × 22 cases in total). The location of the cases was randomized every 2 weeks. Seven weeks after transplanting, we removed smaller plants (evaluated by maximum leaf length) from each pot to prevent competition within the pot.

Two months after transplanting, we transferred potted plants to the experimental plots. Eight individual plants were assigned to each plot, with contrasting numbers of hairy: glabrous plants = 6: 2 or 2: 6 individuals (referred to hereafter as the hairy-abundant or glabrous-abundant conditions, respectively; fig. 2). These two conditions simulated the field density with a higher and lower morph frequency (= 10.0 plants per patch on average; 0.48 frequency of glabrous plants across a population). The eight potted plants were circularly arranged within a plot, and rare morphs were placed with half the rare morphs on each side of the circle (fig. 2). The compass position of rarer plants was randomized to minimize bias in light conditions between rare and abundant morphs. We did not use small plants (<40 mm in maximum leaf length) to control for initial plant size. Maternal plant families were randomly assigned among replicates. The final samples consisted of two to 57 plants from 20 maternal families due to variation in plant size and seed number. Sixteen replicates were established for the beetle-present treatments (8 plants × 2 frequency conditions × 16 plots = 256 plants), while the remaining 16 plots were assigned to the beetle-absent condition (8 plants × 2 frequency conditions × 8 plots = 128 plants). Plots were placed in 4 × 12 plots in the greenhouse. Water was supplied every 3 or 4 days during the experiment. None of the plants was damaged by herbivores before the experiment.

In the beetle-present condition, we released 12 adult beetles (six males and six females) per plot for the beetle-present group 4.5 months after transplanting (March 2015). The sex of adult beetles is determined from their body size (adult males have abdomen heights and widths <0.5 mm). The number of beetles per plant was on average 1.4 ± 0.8 (± SD) for plants inhabited by beetles in the natural population, and therefore we applied the condition of 1.5 beetles per plant to simulate field plants attacked by *P. brassicae*. The beetles were introduced when plants started flowering because *P. brassicae* is most abundant and influential on plant fitness during the flowering season (Kawagoe and Kudoh 2010). We evaluated herbivory load (leaf damage and herbivore abundance) and plant fitness (flower and clone production) at the end of reproduction (1.5 months after the release of beetles). Leaf damage was scored in the same manner as in the field survey. We counted *P. brassicae* adults and larvae on each individual plant. This herbivore abundance was recorded weekly after larvae had been observed for the first time (2–7 weeks after the release of adult beetles) to evaluate the cumulative herbivory load on plants. We counted flowers as the number of pedicels. Fruit set was not evaluated due to the self-incompatibility of *A. halleri*. The main and lateral meristems of the flowering stem of *A. halleri* produce roots and turn into clonal rosettes (fig. 1E); thus, clonal meristems were counted to assess clonal reproduction.

To test whether the leaf damage and plant fitness depend on the neighborhood condition, we analyzed the mesocosm experiment data using GLMMs in the same manner as the field survey data. The leaf damage score (with a cumulative error) and the number of beetles, clonal meristems, and flowers (Poisson error) were separately analyzed as the response variable. We used likelihood ratio tests to examine the fixed effects of trichome phenotype and neighborhood condition. Interactions between these two fixed effects were included to test frequency dependence in the response variables. The plot ID and maternal plant ID were included as random effects to consider variation among plots and maternal families. The maternal plant ID was included to deal with unevenness in the number of individual plants among maternal families. The maximum leaf length before flowering was used as a covariate for leaf damage data and as an offset term for the count responses. Pairwise likelihood ratio tests were also performed with sequential Bonferroni correction to determine significant differences among the two phenotypes and the two neighborhood conditions. These analyses were conducted...
separately for the beetle-present or beetle-absent treatments. The field and mesocosm data are deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.53k2d (Sato and Kudoh 2017).

Results

Field Survey: Frequency-Dependent Damage and Patch Dynamics

Leaf damage to hairy and glabrous plants depended on the frequency of neighboring glabrous plants, as confirmed by a significant interaction between the trichome phenotype and the frequency of glabrous plants (LR-χ² = 67.5, P < 10⁻¹⁰; see table A1 in the appendix; tables A1–A3 and the appendix are available online). Leaf damage to hairy plants decreased as the frequency of glabrous plants increased in a patch (table 1, pt. A; fig. 3A). In contrast, leaf damage to glabrous plants was not significantly correlated with the frequency of glabrous plants (table 1, pt. B; see table A1 and fig. A1 in the appendix; figs. A1, A2 are available online). Although the flower production was negatively but not significantly correlated with the frequency of glabrous plants for both the hairy and glabrous data sets (Z = −1.6 and −1.7, P = .11 and .09, respectively; table 1, pt. B), the positive coefficient of trichome × frequency interaction indicated that the number of flowers of hairy plants relative to glabrous plants increased as the frequency of glabrous plants increased (table 1, pt. B; fig. A1). The flower production of the two morphs also depended on the plant density (table 1, pts. A, B). The negative coefficient of trichome × number of plants interaction indicated that the relative number of flowers of hairy plants decreased as the total number of plants increased (table 1, pt. B). In addition, we separated the field data as beetle-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Hairy (n = 1,671)</th>
<th>Glabrous (n = 1,399)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Leaf damage:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of glabrous plants</td>
<td>−.18 ± .06 (.002)</td>
<td>.05 ± .07 (.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Arabidopsis halleri plants</td>
<td>.16 ± .07 (.03)</td>
<td>.09 ± .10 (.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum leaf length</td>
<td>.14 ± .08 (&lt;10⁻¹⁰)</td>
<td>.05 ± .03 (.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × frequency</td>
<td>−.27 ± .03 (&lt;10⁻¹⁰)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × no. plants</td>
<td>.09 ± .02 (&lt;.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. No. flowers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of glabrous plants</td>
<td>−.09 ± .05 (.11)</td>
<td>−.14 ± .08 (.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. A. halleri plants</td>
<td>−.08 ± .10 (.41)</td>
<td>.13 ± .13 (.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × frequency</td>
<td>.17 ± .02 (&lt;10⁻¹⁰)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × no. plants</td>
<td>−.09 ± .02 (&lt;10⁻³)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of glabrous plants [beetle+]</td>
<td>.22 ± .19 (.25)</td>
<td>.49 ± .22 (.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of glabrous plants [beetle−]</td>
<td>−.12 ± .06 (.04)</td>
<td>−.23 ± .09 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × frequency [beetle+]</td>
<td>.21 ± .04 (&lt;10⁻⁴)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichome × frequency [beetle−]</td>
<td>.11 ± .02 (&lt;10⁻⁴)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current frequency of glabrous plants (n = 220)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Shown for the beetle-present [beetle+] and the beetle-absent [beetle−] patches.
† Test for deviation from a coefficient of 1.

Note: Estimated coefficients ± SE and P values (described within parentheses) of fixed factors are shown. Boldface values indicate a significant deviation from coefficients of zero at P < .05 (Wald tests). The numbers of plants or patches examined are listed in the header of each table part. In A and B, the effects of the trichome, frequency of glabrous plants, total number of plants in a patch, and maximum leaf length and their interactions on leaf damage and flower production, respectively, were analyzed. In C, the effects of the past frequency of glabrous plants and total number of plants on the current frequency of glabrous plants in a patch were analyzed.
When the frequency had been large in the previous year, the frequency of glabrous plants decreased when the frequency had been small in the previous year. This result was consistent with the notion that a positive frequency interaction had a more positive coefficient on the flower production in the presence than in the absence of beetles (table 1, pt. B; fig. A1). These results provide partial evidence of negative frequency dependence in the relative fitness under the beetle-present condition.

The frequency of glabrous plants in a patch increased when the frequency had been small in the previous year. In contrast, the frequency of glabrous plants decreased when the frequency had been large in the previous year (fig. 3C). This tendency indicates that the frequency of rarer morphs is restored to an intermediate level over time. This result was confirmed by the linear prediction, which had a slope coefficient that was significantly smaller than 1 (coefficient ± SE = −0.57 ± 0.05; test for a slope coefficient, t116 = −8.35, P < 10−15; table 1, pt. C). The past number of Arabidopsis halleri plants in a patch had no significant relationship with the current frequency of glabrous plants (table 1, pt. C).

**Mesocosm Experiment: Rare-Morph Advantage in Plant Damage and Reproduction**

Leaf damage and the number of beetles on the two plant morphs depended on the neighborhood condition (indicated by a significant trichome × neighborhood interaction: LR-χ²₁ = 134 and 32.9, P < 10⁻¹⁶ and P < 10⁻⁸ for the damage and beetles, respectively; table A2). Hairy plants were damaged less than glabrous plants under glabrous-abundant conditions (LR-χ²₁ = 129, P < 10⁻¹⁵; table A3). In contrast, leaf damage showed no significant difference between the two morphs under hairy-abundant conditions (LR-χ²₁ = 0.8, P = .74; table A3; fig. 4A). Consistent with the results on leaf damage, fewer beetles were detected on hairy plants compared to glabrous plants under hairy-abundant conditions (LR-χ²₁ = 28.1, P < 10⁻⁷; tables A2, A3; fig. 4A). This pattern was observed for both larvae and adults (fig. A2), with larvae being more abundant than adults (mean ± SE = 2.5 ± 0.15 larvae, 0.30 ± 0.03 adults). The neighborhood dependence of leaf damage was still significant (i.e., trichome × neighborhood interaction, LR-χ²₁ = 134, P < 10⁻¹⁶; table A2), even though initial maximum leaf length also had a significant effect on leaf damage (LR-χ²₁ = 89.2, P < 10⁻¹⁶). No plants died due to herbivory during the experiment.

At the end of the experiment, the rarer plant type had a larger number of clonal meristems and flowers than the major plant type in the presence of beetles (indicated by a significant trichome × neighborhood interaction: LR-χ²₁ > 119, P < 10⁻¹⁵; table A2; fig. 4A). Under beetle-absent conditions, no rarity advantage was found in the number of flowers and clonal meristems between hairy and glabrous plants (fig. 4B). Glabrous plants produced more flowers and clonal meristems than hairy plants in the absence of leaf beetles (LR-χ²₁ > 22.8, P < 10⁻⁴ for both hairy- and glabrous-abundant conditions; table A3; fig. 4B), though the number of meristems was marginally affected by an interaction between the trichome phenotype and neighbor-
hood condition ($LR - \chi^2 = 4.16, P = .04; \text{table A2}$). This line of results indicates that the presence of *Phaedon brassicae* causes a rare-morph advantage in herbivory and plant fitness between hairy and glabrous morphs.

**Discussion**

Ecological interactions that generate frequency-dependent selection are of considerable interest because of their strong potential to maintain genetic variation (Ayala and Campbell 1974; Greenwood 1984; Barrett 1988; Gigord et al. 2001). Both our field survey and experiment revealed that hairy plants were damaged less when they were the rarer plant type. In the natural population, the flower production was also frequency dependent where hairy plants benefited more from increasing frequency of glabrous plants. The temporal pattern of morph-frequency variation indicates that the frequency of rarer morphs in a series of patches would be restored to an intermediate level over time. More importantly, our mesocosm experiment detected a rare-morph fitness advantage between hairy and glabrous plants but only in the presence of *Phaedon brassicae*. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that herbivore-mediated interaction promotes the coexistence of hairy and glabrous plants through NFDS. To our knowledge, this research provides the first example illustrating NFDS in an antiherbivore defense trait.

Herbivore-mediated apparent competition has been suggested as a mechanism that stabilizes the coexistence of different plant species (Louda et al. 1990; Pacala and Crawley 1992). Thus far, it has been hypothesized that herbivores facilitate plant coexistence by selectively feeding on abundant but undefended plants when defended plants are less competitive than undefended ones (Pacala and Crawley 1992). Consistent with the results presented here, adults of *P. brassicae* are known to prefer glabrous leaves of *Arabidopsis halleri* when hairy leaves are rare (Sato et al. 2014). This escape from herbivory under glabrous-abundant conditions predicts a rare-morph fitness advantage for hairy plants. A defense-growth trade-off may also be supported by our result that glabrous plants produced more flowers and clonal meristems under no herbivory (fig. 4B) and the

---

**Figure 4:** Rare-morph advantage with respect to plant damage and fitness in the mesocosm experiment. Leaf damage (proportion of leaf area lost), beetle abundance (number of beetles per plant), and asexual (number of clonal meristems) and sexual (number of flowers) reproduction are shown for hairy (H; gray) and glabrous (G; white) plants under hairy-abundant (H > G) and glabrous-abundant (H < G) conditions. The left and right side present the results under beetle-present (A) and beetle-absent (B) treatments, respectively. Bars indicate standard errors of the mean of the raw data. Sample sizes are shown in parentheses. Asterisks represent significant differences among the four groups with likelihood ratio tests (one asterisk $= P < .05$; two asterisks $= P < .01$; three asterisks $= P < .001$).
previous evidence that glabrous plants grew faster than hairy ones did under no herbivory (Sato and Kudoh 2016). As hairy plants no longer had the defense advantage when they became abundant, the defense-growth trade-off predicts that glabrous plants have higher fitness, particularly under hairy-abundant conditions. The findings from the P. brassicae-A. halleri system provide a plausible explanation on how a defense-growth trade-off combined with the selective herbivory leads to NFDS between defended and undefended plants.

Although there is evidence for frequency-dependent selection on floral traits in mutualistic interactions (e.g., Gigord et al. 2001; Toräng et al. 2008), our knowledge remains incomplete about NFDS in antagonistic interactions involving a plant defense trait. Some studies on plant-pathogen systems experimentally showed a rarity fitness advantage in cultivated plants (Brunet and Mundt 2000); however, other studies found it difficult to detect NFDS due to simultaneous attacks by pathogens and herbivores in natural populations (Roy 1998; Siemens and Roy 2005). Garrido et al. (2016) have recently tested frequency-dependent selection on complex antiherbivore defenses differing in tolerance and resistance in Datura stramonium but found not negative but positive frequency-dependent selection between the two defensive types. Compared with these previous examples, our study system was relatively simple, because the major herbivorous insect, P. brassicae, is a specialist, with A. halleri having a known genetic basis of the trichome production. The diamondback moth Plutella xylostella and white butterfly Pieris napi fairly infrequently emerge in the study site (Kawagoe and Kudoh 2010), but their abundance was so low that we could not observe any of these species during our survey. In addition, limited dispersal ability of the flightless leaf beetle enabled us to focus on the local dynamics of plant damage and frequency. Based on previous evidence of NFDS in plants, we suggest that this type of selection is detectable at a spatial scale at which a vector organism is able to freely choose plant morphs without any confounding interactions with other species.

Despite several examples of temporal increases in the frequency of rare morphs in host-parasite interactions (Dybdahl and Lively 1998; Burdon and Thrall 1999; Siemens and Roy 2005), field evidence remains limited for such temporal variation in plant-herbivore interaction. At a local patch scale within a plant population, our study provides partial evidence for such temporal variation in morph frequency of a polymorphic trait. While the flower production of hairy and glabrous plants had no significant slopes along the frequency of glabrous plants, relative reproductive advantage of hairy plants increased as the frequency of neighboring glabrous plants increased (table 1, pt. B; fig. A1). Furthermore, the negatively frequency-dependent benefit for hairy plants was more detectable in the presence than in the absence of beetles. Thus, this weak but negative frequency dependence in the relative fitness partly supports the relevance of herbivore-mediated NFDS in the natural population. The patterns we found were, it is true, weaker in the field data than the mesocosms. One possible explanation for this is that beetle abundance was too low in the field to capture a signature of NFDS via the flower production. Although it is impossible to follow clonal propagation due to its disconnection within a year, our mesocosm results suggest that clonal reproduction also contributes to herbivore-mediated NFDS. Another possible cause of variation in morph frequency is the interpatch migration of hairy and glabrous plants, even though A. halleri lacks specialized traits for long-distance seed dispersal. Further investigations on the other fitness components are required to fully understand the fitness consequence of herbivore-mediated interaction and polymorphism dynamics.

We should note that plant density as well as frequency might affect the strength of herbivore-mediated competition (Hambäck et al. 2014; Underwood et al. 2014; Kim and Underwood 2015), since our field survey found density dependence in the leaf damage and flower production (table 1). Damage on hairy plants increased and thereby their flower production decreased as plant density increased in a patch. Thus, the concentration of resources may be important (Root 1973; Underwood et al. 2014), with denser plant patches possibly supporting more herbivores. Because larvae that fed on hairy leaves grew slower than those fed on glabrous leaves (Sato et al. 2014), morph-frequency variation in a plant population might also affect herbivore abundance over a longer timescale. Our survey also found a negative relationship between the flower production and frequency of glabrous plants in the absence of P. brassicae but did not detect such a negative relationship in the presence of beetles. Given that glabrous plants save the cost of trichomes under no herbivory (Sato and Kudoh 2016), resource competition might be intense as glabrous plants become abundant in the absence of herbivores. Thus, interactions between herbivory and competition should be examined to obtain a complete understanding about mechanisms maintaining the trichome dimorphism.

In conclusion, our study provides multiple lines of evidence for NFDS acting on antiherbivore defense polymorphism in a natural plant population. Contemporary evolution of antiherbivore defenses has now been reported across several plant taxa (Zangerl et al. 2008; Agrawal et al. 2012; Züst et al. 2012; Sakata et al. 2014); however, these findings raise a further question about the persistence of genetic diversity in plant defense traits under strong natural selection. Existing studies on the maintenance of antiherbivore defense polymorphism discussed nonequilibrium processes such as temporally fluctuating selection (Hare and Elle 2004) or certain genetic constraints (Wise et al. 2009). Based on the evidence for NFDS on a visible and discrete
trait, this study highlights a stabilizing mechanism for the maintenance of plant defense polymorphisms. Given that dimorphism of defended and undefended plants is widespread in nature (e.g., Hughes 1991; Hare and Elle 2004; Kivimäki et al. 2007; Wise et al. 2009), NFDS on antitherbivore defense traits may be more widespread than previously expected.
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“The Geasters are the most beautiful and attractive of the puff-balls, yet they seem not to be well understood.” From “The North American Geasters” by A. P. Morgan (The American Naturalist, 1884, 18:963–970).